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It is a remarkable fact that virtually all implementations of 

Prolog use an architecture with three pushdown stacks ~ARR77,8~, 

~RUY76,8~ , ~ELL8OJ, ~McCAB8~ , ~LOC8~ . The outstanding exception 

is Prolog-II, of Marseilles, as described in Van Caneghem's Thesis 

~VnCAN8~ . It may be shown that the three stacks technique is a way 

to achieve an optimal memory management ~OIZ8~ , so that Prolog-II is 

less efficient in this respect. 

The aim of this paper is to reconcile the particular needs of 

Prolog-II with the "classical" three stacks architecture, thereby 

regaining an optimal memory management. 

To achieve this goal, we propose to introduce a fourth stack 

(stack of frozen goals) specially to manage the coroutines. And we 

show that all classical mechanisms used for optimally recovering space 

can be directly applied. 

I HOW PROLOG-II DIFFERS FORM A CLASSICAL INTERPRETER : 

Prolog-I I  ~0LM82,8~, ~AN08~, ~nCAN8~ , has introduced for 
Prolog the new concepts of coroutines and delayed evaluation (the 

famous predicates dif and freeze). But its architecture ~nCAN8~ 

differs from those developped by Anglo-Saxon schools ~ARR77,8~ , 

[MELL8~, ~cCAB81] , ~LOC8~. 

Consequently, the space saving techniques in addition to 

backtrack, which are used in a classical interpreter, cannot be 

applied. So, Prolog-II memory management is less efficient in this 

respect. 

Firstly, we will recall the motivations which conducted the 

conception of a classical interpreter. Then, we will describe 

Prolog-II architecture showing how a particular mode of implementation 

of the two predicates dif and freeze, has influenced its design. 

Finally, we will argue that Prolog-II memory management is less 

efficient than a classical one. 

1.1 The three stacks architecture : 

The various studies carried out for ten years now, through out 

the world [WARR77,83] ~cCAB8~ [BRUY76,8(~ G4ELL80] have led to a 
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division of the working area into three parts : 

. A local stack. 

• A global stack or copy stack. 

• A trail. 

This organisation is independant of a particular way of 

representing constructed terms, whether using structure sharing 

~ARR7~, or whether copying ~ELL8~, ~cCAB8~ , ~RUY76,8~. 

The activation records are allocated on the local stack. Each 

one has a control part managing continuation and backtrack, and an 

environment part (vector) describing variable values. 

The second stack is used for representing complex terms. The 

distinction can be static (by structure-sharing, each environment is 

divided in two parts : a local and a global one ~ARR77]), or made at 

run-time (by copying, new constructed terms are allocated in a 

particular copy stack [MELL8~, ~RUY76,8~, [McCAB8~ ). 

The trail is used to store the addresses of variable cells which 

are bound to delays (such a variable is created before the last choice 

point and bound later). On backtracking, this stack restore the exact 

state of environments by resetting these variables to their initial 

values. 

Splitting environments in half avoids dangling references on the 

local stack• So, space can be recovered on it in addition to 

backtrack, first by reclaiming activation records as soon as 

determinism can be detected, then by optimizing tail end calls 

[WARR80], £~cCAB8~ , ~ 0 I Z 8 3 , 8 ~ .  

This organisation is controled ~OIZ8~ by the will of managing 

memory both simply (stack mechanism) and optimally (quickest space 

recovery). The more recently developped compilers also use the same 

organisation ~OWE8~ , ~ARR8~ , ~LOC853. 

1.2 The architecture of Prolog-II 

The working area of Prolog-ll is different from those used by 

classical interpreters. In fact, evironment parts and control parts 
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are completely disassociated. This choice is needless to say largely 

influenced by a particular method of implementing coroutines and 

delayed evaluation. 

1.2.1 The workin~ area : 

Prolog-ll uses a structure sharing representation of terms. 

working area is divided into five stacks : 

Its 

. A goal stack managing continuations. 

• A choice stack associated to the backtrack. 

. An environment stack. 

, A trail. 

• An equation stack. 

We will not discuss here the equation stack which allows infinite 

trees unification ~0LM82,8~ . If we meet the indispensable trail, on 

the other hand, that which corresponded to the local and global stacks 

of Anglo-Saxon architectures, is now separeted into three areas. 

There are two main reasons for this : the p~tting aside and the 

realising of the frozen goals. 

!.~2.2 The waiting goals representation : 

Freezing a goal consists of binding the corresponding variable to 

a molecule (pair of pointers). The first pointer indicates the goal, 

and the other its execution environment. But a same variable may be 

bound to more than one frozen goal. 

Prolog-II ~nCAN8~ represents this association by a list stored 

in the environment stack. Let x be a frozen variable, and 1 its 

already existent list of waiting goals : every new goal b put aside, 

is added to the head of 1. This insertion is done by allocating two 

records at the top of the environment stack. The first describes the 

goal b and its execution environment, the other allows to have access 

to i. 

So, the environment stack is not only used to store the bindings 

like in an usual implementation, but also to build the different lists 

of frozen goals. 
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!12.3 Frozen ~qals set off : 

When a unification succeeds, the interpreter refers to the list 

of the goals that it m~st now activate. This list is constituted by 

pairs of pointers indicating the goals to execute and their 

environments. This phenomenon disturbs the usual mechanism of 

depth-first proof, where the next goal to activate was up to there 

described by the caller's activation record. 

The solution proposed by M Van Caneghem ~VnCAN8~ consists in 

splitting the control parts into the goal stack managing 

continuations, and the choice stack associated to backtrack. Each 

record allocated on the goal stack has two fields : the next goal to 

execute, and its environment. Like that, when the body of a clause is 

activated, each tail litteral is pushed on the goal stack with its 

corresponding environment. 

So the control management of Prolog-ll is different of a 

classical one which stores determinate records and choice records both 

in the local stack. 

I. 3 Prolog-II memory management is less efficieq.t...~ 

Prolog-II memory management is less efficient than a classical 

one. In fact, no space recovery in addition to backtrack is 

henceforward allowed on the environment stack, on account of the 

appearence of dangling references (Prolog-II does not distinguish 

global variables from local ones). This fact is furthermore 

strengthened by the choice of storing the lists of waiting goals in 

the environment stack. 

The absence of environments space recovery leads determinate 

programs to overflow this area. It was this fact which motivated the 

distinction between local and global stacks in a classical 

interpreter. 

2 A CLASSICAL IMPLEMENTATION FOR PROLOG-II : 

We propose a solution which integrates dif and freeze into a 

classical interpreter, and at the same time, allows as to benefit 

directly from the initial space saving techniques. We use a 
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structure-sharing representation of terms. 

The main idea which guided our study was to keep, in spite of the 

putting aside of frozen goals, the properties allowing space recovery 

in addition to backtrack. This leads as to add a fourth area (the 

stack of frozen goals). This manages the setting aside of goals and 

lets the interpreter behaves the same way in the absence of dif and 

freeze. 

Firstly, we will describe the architecture of the working area. 

Then, we will implement the delayed evaluation mechanism. Lastly, we 

will demonstrate that all initial space saving techniques, not only 

remains, bat are directly applicable. 

2.1 The working area : 

We introduce a fourth stack in the classical architecture : 

. A local stack. 

. A global stack. 

• A stack of frozen goals. 

• A trail. 

Activation records are always allocated on the local stack. Each 

one owns a control part and an environment part. We add to every 

choice point a farther control field indicating the top of the frozen 

goals stack before its building. On bactracking, this extra field is 

used to restore the initial state of the frozen goals stack. 

The global stack is always used to store global parts of 

environments. We extend Warren's definition of a global variable 

CWARR7~ in order that each variable appearing as an argument of a 

predicate freeze will be global. 

ExamDle : 

p(xl,x2,x3) -> q(x2) freeze(xl,s(xl,x3)); 

xl and x3 are classically global and x2 local. 

p(xl,x2,x3) -> q(x2) freeze(xl,s(x2,x3)); 

x2 and x3 are classically global, but xl becomes global 

even though it doesn't appear in a complex term. 
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So, a global variable is from now either a Warren's one, or the 

first argument of a freeze predicate. The aim of this extension is 

both to avoid references from the local stack to the frozen goals 

stack (a frozen variable will be always a global one), and to make 

strictly global the execution environment of a frozen goal (all 

variables appearing in a frozen goal are global)° 

The frozen goals stack represents the associations between frozen 

variables and waiting goals. It is a push-down list allocated by the 

binding algorithm, and reclaimed on bactracking. 

The trail preserves its first use, i.e. resetting to their old 

values, variables which are bound to delays. But each record 

allocated on the trail is henceforward a molecule of two pointers : 

the first one always indicates the address of the cell representing 

the variable, and the other describes its initial value. In fact, we 

have two sorts of unbound variables : the "true" associated to under, 

and the frozen associated to a list of waiting goals. 

2.2 Implementation ~ 

With the introduction of the frozen stack, it becomes easy to 

take into account the specific requirements of the setting aside and 

the setting off of the frozen goals. 

After having presented the modifications to be carried out in the 

initial binding algorithm, we will describe the methods of freezing a 

goal, and the management of the frozen goals stack. 

2.2.1 The binding algorithm : 

The binding algorithm is of prime necessity to validate the space 

saving techniques in addition to backtrack. 

Its behaviour is exactly the same as Warren's algorithm ~ARR7~ 

for all bindings without frozen variables. On the other hand, we must 

adapt it to manage bindings with such variables. 

Let x be a frozen variable, 11 its waiting goal list, an y the 
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term we want to unify x : 

Begin 

Let t the dereferenced value of y ~ARR7~ : 

If t is an atom or a structure 

Then x is bound to t 

11 is setting off 

Else (* t is an unbound variable *) 

if t is a "true" free variable 

Then t is bound to x 

Else (* t is a frozen variable *) 

let 12 the waiting goals list of t 

bindf1(x,12,11) 

t is bound to x 

End 

The frozen variable x has the same behavioar as an other global 

variable when t is not also a frozen variable ~ARRT~ , ~O!Z8~ . On 

the other hand, unifying two frozen variables x and t leads to link 

them together (t is bound to x) and to join the two lists of waiting 

goals 1! and 12, binding the result to x by the procedure bindf]. 

2:2.2 The e v a l u a b , l e  p r e d i c a t e  f r e e z e  : 

The evaluable predicate freeze(x,b) postpones 

the goal b until x is bound. 

the execution of 

Begin 

Let t the dereferenced value of x ~ARR7~ : 

If t is an atom or a structure 

Then b is activated 

Else (* t is a global unbound variable *) 

If t is a "tr~e" unbound variable 

Then bindfO(t,b,nil) 

Else (* t is a frozen variable *) 

Let I the waiting goals list of t 

bindfO(t,b,!) 

End 

As in the binding algorithm, we distinguish t truly free, from t 

frozen variable. In the first case, we create a new waiting goals 

list for b, in the other one, we insert b at the head of the existent 

list I. 
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2-2.3 The management of the frozen goals stack : 

Three fields records are pushed at the top of the frozen goals 

stack, either during the execution of the predicate freeze (bindfO), 

or when unifying two frozen variables (bindfl). On backtrack, the 

corresponding field of the last choice point is used to restore the 

initial state of this stack. 

2.2.3.1 Procedure bindfO(x~b~ll : 

The procedure bindfO(x~b,l) first allocates a new record at the 

top of the frozen goals stack. This record is as follows : 

A pointer to the waiting goal b. 

. A pointer to the execution environment of b. 

. A pointer to the waiting list i. 

Then the procedure links x (which is compulsorily global), by 

creating in the second part of the cell representing x in the (global) 

environment, a pointer to this new record, while the first part is 

always associated to under like another free variable. 

2.2.3.2 Procedure bindf1(xTllrl2 ) 

The procedure bindf1(x,11,12) first allocates a new record at the 

top of the frozen goals stack : 

. A pointer to the waiting list 11. 

unused (11 is already a frozen goals record). 

• A pointer to the waiting list 12. 

Then x is linked to this new record as in the previous procedure. 

So, the first field of a frozen goals stack record references the 

code area (bindfO) or the frozen goals stack (bindfl). The second one 

is a pointer to the global stack. Finally, the third is always a 

pointer to the frozen goals stack. So, the frozen goals stack never 

references the local stack. 
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2.3 Examp1 e 
t e s t  -> p(x) q(x);  

p (x l )  -> f r e e z e ( x l , s ( x l ) )  f r e e z e ( x l , t ( x l ) ) ;  
q(a lpha)  ->; 
s(alpha) ->; 

t(alpha) ->; 

Let see the binding state after execution of the first predicate 

freeze : (x is a local variable while xl is a global one). 

xl ~ 

i. 

under ~ 
/ 

I 
/ 

Local stack Global stack Frozen goals  s t ack  

When the predicate freeze(xl,s(xl)) is 

allocates a first record on the frozen goals stack. 

to this record while the first part of its 

environment is always undef. 

activated, bindfO 

Then xl is linked 

cell in the global 

i 

xl &" 

Local stack 

unde~ 

t(xl 

s(x~ 
Global stack 

k 

II 
Frozen goals stack 

The execution of the second freeze predicate builds a new record 

at the top of the frozen goals stack. Then xl is linked to its new 

value. When q(x) is proved, xl gets the alpha non-variable value. So 

the waiting goals list is activated: t(xl) and s(xl) are successively 

proved. 
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2.4 Space recovery in addition to backtrack can be directly aRp!ied 

All mechanisms allowing an optimal memory management (reclaiming 

activation records as soon as determinism can be detected, optimizing 

tail end calls) can be directly applied. This is due to both 

introducing a fourth stack, and extending Warren's global variable 

definition. 

The local stack behaviour is exactly the same as a classical one. 

First, the distinction between local and global variables avoids 

dangling references on the local stack. Then, as unification 

algorithm privileges binding in the sense local-global, we are insured 

against references from global stack to local stack. 

More, records allocated on the frozen goals stack neither use a 

local stack information. All variables appearing in a predicate 

freeze are global, so the execution environment of a w~iting goal will 

be always global. This prevents from references from the frozen goals 

stack to the local stack. 

Finally, the local stack never references the frozen goals stack 

(A frozen variable is always global). 

Space recovery in addition to backtrack is from now allowed on 

the local stack, as in a classical interpreter. More, all these 

mechanisms can be directly applied without any modification, as the 

local stack preserves an identical behaviour. 

Our solution contrary to Prolog-II, reconciles a classical 

architecture with the particular needs of coroutines and delayed 

evaluation, thereby regaining an optimal memory management. All these 

improvements have been added to our Prolog interpreter Vlog (Prolog 

using Vlisp [GREU77,8~ ). Prolog programs using dif and freeze can 

now execute without any restraint due to a possible environment stack 

overflow. 
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